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Ithaca College 
Ithaca, New York 
Board of Trustees 
BylaWs;TO Be Altered Senior Class Funds Discussed 
~ . ' . 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trµstees bylaws are soon to be 
altered. Presently, the board 
includes two student trustees, 
two· "faculty trustees, and two 
staff trustees. At the next 
trustee election the bylaws read 
that a nember '· of student, 
faculty, and staff trustees will b~-
nominated by an on camput 
faction but the board will select 
only one trustee in each cz·~i,;ory 
to serve on the board. 
There are many reasons for 
the chamge in the Board of 
Trustees bylaws. The state 
imposed limit on Board members 
· is a maximum of twenty five and 
the Board members are worried 
that six seats on the Board· will, 
not be large money donors. 
Also, a few trustees would 
rather work with students and 
faculty on a committee level as 
- !)pposes to on the Board. They 
'claim that students and faculty 
will have just as much input 
without· a vote. Futhermore, 
. some trustees f~lt "that student 
Student Trustee Julia Stromsted 
tion, feefs, "The student trustee 
is not a position of great voting 
power and can not influence the 
Board in· numbers, but can in 
ability to persuade and inform 
them." ,However, Miller does 
feel that since communication is 
the main idea, two trustees 
would guarantee more reason-
able representation. 
by Nina Jorgensen 
The allocation of funds to-
wards a nationally renown 
speaker for graduation and for 
senior week were the main topics 
of discussion at the student 
Congress meeting on Tuesday 
night. last year, the Senior class 
was allocated a budget 'or $5,851. 
This year, Student Congress 
alloted $3,500 to the senior class. 
This 25 per cent cut was due to, 
among other things, $2,000 allot-
ted to the Independent Student 
Coalition. The point was brought 
up that due to questionable 
management of funds, which 
included a $600 unpaid bill at the 
end of the year, it was invalid to 
compare this year's funds to last 
year's. An important point, 
however is that last year the 
Senior Class had no expense for a 
graduation speaker, as President 
Whalen does not charge for his 
services. This year, the class is 
using $2,000 out of the allocated 
$3500 to pay for a speaker. 
Negotiations are now in progress 
with such speakers as Orson 
and faculty trustees, being direct 
representatives of .only the stude 
and faculty, were not working to 
belp the" campus community as a 
·whole. 
Many people feel that the 
limitations on trustees is not" the · 
best ·or·most·favorable situ·ation. 
They feel that people serve on 
the board for many reasons, 
Budget Meetings Set 
which are not neccessarily limi-
ted to donations of money. Some 
members want to improve the 
level of -communication in the 
school; having particular insight 
\!)to the schools operations. 
Donations are important, but 
equally improtant is this unique 
insight. Donations are impor-
tant, but equally important is 
this unique insight. By reducing 
the number of direct campus 
trustees, the variety of perspec-
Devel~pment o°f the i978-79·, ·students; faculty and staff," he 
Ithaca College budget will begin said. ·.~I·· hope that. all those 
this · week with the first of a interested in the_ budgef will take 
series of open meetings being the time now to . express that 
planned by all academic and interest by atending the meet-
administrative components of ings." 
the College. These meetings Following the open meet-
have been arranged to provide ings, College wide budget plan-
members of the College commun- ning will be conducted in much 
ity with an opportunity to the same manner as last year. 
question and discuss priorties All academic deans arid directors 
and allocations and to offer their and the executive officers of the 
suggestions for-the coming year's 
budget. Meetings are scheduled Review 
as follows: 
·college will consult with individ-
uals in their areas and formulate 
· budget proposals. These College 
officers will then meet regularly 
to review and evaluate all budget 
proposals and assist Business 
Manager Tom Salm and Budget 
Director Tom Reynolds in the 
design of a College wide budget 
to be proposed to the Board of 
Trustees at their February 
meeting. 
tives is also reduced. Oct. 27, Thursday . Grad Study 
.The campus community has . · Grad Offices (Muller First 
made a concerted effort to Floor) 3.5 pm. Eli Zaretsky 
nominate student and faculty Oct. 28', · Friday . Business 
trustees that are capable of Administration · Board Room by Joanne Malbin & Debbie Katz families were pathological, in 
looking at the campus as a whole. (Job) 11 am to 1:00 pm. On Monday evening, the de- terms of the economic needs of 
However limiting the number of Oct. 31, Monday . College partment of· politics presented the capitalist system, i.e. the 
trustees to one member might· Relations· Board Room (Job) 1-3 professor Eli Zaretsky, from the Moynihan Report of Black Matri-
result in the voicing of individual pm. University of California (at Ber- archy. After World War ii, 
opinions rather than group Humanities and Sciences - Jog keley), to speak on the "Institu- Zaretsky saw the heyday of the 
needs. Consultation with the - Room (Unio.n) 4-6 pm. tionalization of Motherhood." nuclear family, with the devel-
other trustee was an integral Nov. 1, Tuesday·· H.P .E.R. · Zarets_ky has published a book opment of the simgle family, 
part of a sort of check and Board Room (Job) 1-3 pm. entitled, Capitalism, the Family, home, the National Housing Act, 
balance system. With only one, Communications· Viewing Room and Personal Life. the rise of suburbs, parks and 
much insight may be lost. Julia (Killingham Center) 3-5 pm. His speech attempted to ad- the neighborhood. Z~retsky saw 
P. Stromsted, the senior-student Nov. 2, Wednesday . Allied dress the oppression of women in this as having furthe·r isolated 
Trustee (presently there are Health Professions - West Lab precapitalist and capitalist so- and defined women as mothers, 
two) states, "Because of the (Health Center) 4-6 pm. ciety.· _In precapitalist society, but he failed to elaborate on the 
. increased degree of apathy on Nov. 3, Thursday . CHS · the primary concern was survi- sexual division of labor. 
campuses around the country Friends 302 . 1-3 pm. val and society was structured on In summation, we feel that Eli 
.. and on this one as well, I'm afraid !?resident, Comptroller, Busin- a "kinship" system, according to Zaretsky's speech was inade-
that the decrease of student and ess Division . Textor 103 . 3-5 Zaretsky. He states that parts of quate in terms of addressing the 
f~culty invoivement on the Bo.ard pm. the kinship system are maintain- given title of his speech, "Institu-
from four to two is indicitive of a Nov. 4, Friday · Student Affairs ed in the capitalist society today, tionalization of Motherhood." He 
'. general feeling th11t students -and . - De Motte Room (Union) . 8-5 in the form of the nuclear tamily. spoke of capitalism, but never 
Wells, James Heston of the New 
York Times, and Barbara Jor-
don, a democratic representative 
of Alabama. All of these 
speakers are quire expensive, 
but the administration will match 
the amount of money used by the 
Senior class. However, there is a 
list of persons who are willing to 
address the class for free or for a 
minimal fee. This list included 
Shirley Chisolm, Andrew Young, 
Jacob Javits, Bella Abzug, and 
Tip O'Neil. It was argued that 
soje are semi-controversial fig-
gures, and since it is traditional 
for a speaker to receive'' an 
honorary degree from the Col-
lege, that speaker must be 
approved by the Administration. 
A budget amendment was 
proposed by Howard Schloss, the 
president of the senior class for 
the allocation of $240 from the 
Student Government, $1,000 
from the expected revenue of the 
games room, and $200 from the 
"floating" fund. The "floating" 
fund consists of $500 which is 
used for whatever clubs and 
activites are formed during the 
year, and for tHose that may run 
into financial trouble. This 
budget amendment was voted 
down :by the Congress. This 
means that of the '$3500 allocated 
to the Senior class, $2000 may 
already be committed to· a 
speaker. Tis leaves $1,500 for all 
other senior activites planned, 
including senior week, the "200 
Days Party" (which, by the way, 
should have been last Monday), 
the pool party, Senior Football 
Day, Career Weekend, the Wine 
and Cheese party and the "100 
Days Party". The amount of 
money used for these events will 
be decided by the Senior class 
officers. All Seniors are urged to 
take an active interest in helping 
to make these decisions, and give 
serious thought to the issue of 
whether they want to pay $2,000 
for a . speaker when there are 
many reputible free ones to be 
had. 
Howard Schloss commented at 
the end of the meeting that "It is 
unfortunate that all negotiations 
for a tentative speaker may be 
stopped. If these negotiations 
can't be stopped, the $2,000 will 
have to go toward a speaker." 
(Once a bid has been accepted, it 
can not be withdrawn.) 
Letters will be sent to all 
seniors in the near future to 
inform them of the latest devel-
opments . 
· faculty are not pit~rested in pm. _ Here he emphasized that the incorporated patriarchy into his 
:-~ecision ~aking _capaci~ies, and. Nov. 7, Monday. Fore'ign Study mother,child unit is universal but theory of power. He stated that The Atlanta Rhythm Section 
,m the future wdl be. excluded - . Foreign Study Office (Muller ·· that the nuclear family is.not. He patriarchy predatei;· capitalism concert, scheduled for October 
from an,r such capacity." . 218) 9-11 am. stated t~at th~ family becomes but then he looked at ·power in 22 at Ithaca College, was cancel-
Deaths 
Cancel 
Concert 
Possible sugg~stion for re- 'Nov. 8, Tuesday . General the individual-unit and that the advanced capitalist society solely led directly as a result of the 
:t,aining some of the insight lost Meeting on the entire College father represents tliis unit. · in terms of class; instead of class Lynard Skynard plane crash. 
· by trustee would be for the other budget . Science 302 . 3-6 pm. In the- twentieth ce·ntury, and sex. Zaretsky needs to Section drummer Bob Nix had 
long term, external trustees to ' . , the ideal of the nuclear family is integr~te the multiple dimen- recorded with Skynard, and 
get. JDore ~nvolved in campus by , ;A,cc_orging to Business Man: r~~nforce!i. G<>vemment policy is sions of the problem of women's chose to cancel the performance 
sitting-i,n· on campus-wide' activi- ,'ager. TomJ~a,lm;-the _9pen .:meet- . formed and .enforced to institu- -oppression in terms of capitalism due to that close past association. 
ty'.:·cornmittees. Student:i and :· ings :are-. intended t~· ·.provide . tionajize ·mottieihoo~. · During" .and patriarchy. ~ 
faculty~ sho·utd not be the. only budg:et· planners w;itb'tht;?,Wi~est · the . P}'.ogi:~ssive Era, ~his :Vas , Unti!_'Zaretsky deals with The Ithaca College Concert 
s~rc~·of infor!Jlatiori. , ra~ge of-community inpui av~-- .. i~plenie_nted through the "aboli·. partiarchy as a reality in and of Commission is offering refunds . 
..... David'Lee Miller; wno is _able . .,. ,., \. _.-·,_ ·-·.· .... :·:tion~f'childlabor!"and."compul- ·it_self, as·well as in relation to t~_studen_tswhohaTvhepurchasebd 
presently'· the Junior Student· · -~ '.'These meetings · are· ,,the , .. sqry' e!fu~tion."-.: -.- ,W,~th-: the eapitali?CJll, ,he should either : ·A.R:S. t~ckets. ese can e 
Trustee and, wilt· serve··-ils the best· way for us to understand .- introduction ·of· the _:New Deal, · ."change the title of his speech or obt~~ed m the Office of Campus 
only student trustee next' elec-. the concerns arid suggest1ons of · welfare -'policies. defined which· seed out a different au~ience. · Activites for-the next two weeks . 
. ,, . ·'" . ·-·- - . . ---,--··--:.- ~ -- - .,. - ... ·. 
A_: .. .-;;J.:._ ... \::,:°;,;,..,;/.i;,/,;;f->:.< :.::.:), . .-·. . . . . . ._. 
( /~.IJI..J~,1-,1·'.·.lliJB '_..,.- .;. · ... - · .;., ·. · · ·· ., ·,, ', 
Protest-Colby; But Let Hilll Speak 
Next month William Colby will be appearing at 
Ithaca College but there are many who think it 
would be just as well if Mr. Colby never saw 
beautiful South Hill. Many community members 
are extremely upset because while Colby was head 
of the CIA, that agency was involved in many 
autocracies. These included disgusting acts like 
Operation Pheonix (a program of organized 
assasination in Vietnam) and the overthrow of the 
Allence government. We don't condone these acts 
nor Colby's involvem_ent in these matters. We feel 
it is important for community members and groups 
to protest Colby's appearance on campus and for 
these groups to educate the community at large 
about what Colby has done in the past. 
We do not feel, however, that William Colby 
should be prevented from speaking at I.C. It is not 
so important that Mr. Colby will be denied his right 
to speak. We are more concerned that people will 
be denied the chance to hear him speak. Whether 
we disa~ with the man and/or his actions, we 
. 
cannot ignore the fact that he and his actions are 
things that are real. We cannot hide from the real 
world. For those who are afraid that Mr. Colby will 
be spreading bis "propoganda" we again urge you 
to make the facts about Colby known to the 
community. An important facet of ]earning is 
listening. Critical analysis is also important; we 
must listen to what William Colby says and how he 
says it. To deny community members a right to 
hear Colby is a crime; another one. 
Colby Called Fiend By Prof 
I have just heard from 
students that William Colby, 
former CIA Director will be on 
campus on November 14th at the 
request of the Student Activities 
Board. He will be paid !1,5000.00 
and expenses. It is an outrage 
that we would offer this fiend the 
integrity of our campus and I 
propose that we try to save some 
element of that integrity by 
making his presence here an 
opportunity to educate ourselves 
and others by exposing the evil 
which he stands for rather than 
providing him with another 
platform for spreading his estab-
lishment vile about honor in 
death, deceit and human suffer- most of us, not to mention hi::1, 
ing. victims, many of whom will 
Free speech will of course be never speak · they are dead. He 
seen as the issue. Any attempt has all the access to the media, 
to- prevent him from physically publishers, and yes, the academ- · 
speaking will be seen as evidence ic circuit (of which Ithaca College ., 
that we "radicals" do not really is just the next stop) which 
want freedom - we are quick to establishment hucksters have. 
deny it to those with whom we Chilean refugees and Vietnamese 
don't agree. That charge would civilians don't have this. And 
be justifiable, and I do not they don't get paid for their 
advocate that we attempt to stop suffering. Colby does. , 
him. But there are certainly , Second, Colby is not here to 
several points which must be expand the limits of knowledge 
made. First, Colby has spoken through an open forum. He's 
all over the country. No one can here to spread a propaganda 
say he has not had freedom to which we should as Americans be 
speak. In fact, he is more than - ashamed of. , He is a master of 
Concert Bureau 
Why A.R.S. Was Cancelled 
To the Editor: 
In lieu of the recent cancella-
tion of the Atlanta Rhythm 
Section Concert, we would like to 
address the community at large. 
Although we would have liked to 
have held the show on another 
date, the almost constant use of 
sold 80 tickets to the show. This 
is false; it defies one's imagina-
tion how rumors like this could 
get started. As of Friday, 
October 21st, a total of approxi-
mately 1000 tickets had been sold 
-add to this an average day of 
show sales of 400 tickets · there 
would have been a reasonable 
cost. Our concert committee is 
funded by student government 
and we are restricted to work 
within this .limited budget. To 
give you an idea of skyrocketing 
costs, last year we paid Billy Joel 
$10,000, this year he is asking 
$20,000. 
the gym prohibited this. Many turnout. 
people have approached mem- You may also wonder why 
hers of the Bureau of Concerts Ithaca College doew not secure 
Executive Board saying that a_cts comparable to Cor~ell._ The 
they had heard that we had onl • first and foremost barrier 1s the 
, Cornell works with John 
Sch·er, a promoter, who assumes 
much of the risk and has great 
access to top name acts. Scher 
can block-book acts; doing shows 
:-1:>"'~--/ "! ' 
Andr~w- Miller, Politics '7M 
Y t>s! I've been at I.C. for 4 years 
and this is the first time I've ever 
been in anv colle TC ublication. 
~usan Goldsteiii, Personbel Ad-
ministration and Industrial Rela· 
tions '78 
Continued on pa e 4 
ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
BY Ellen Blickman 
Photos bY Gail Lahm 
Question: Are you completely 
satisfied with your education 
here? 
,. 
). 
Tim McCarthy, Bue. '79 and 
Scott Parmelee, Hist. '79 
innendo, avoidance, newspeak 
and half truth. One could argue 
that the truth wi~ win out in an 
open forum of ideas, and so if his 
position is false ultimate))' we 
Continued on page 4 
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Paul Morrissey, Phys. Ed. '79 
Yes, pretty m~_h-so. It's_good . 
1t can be improved on, certainly. 
Stillar, Psych '78 
Yes, because your education is 
what you make it. 
,Sandra Stein~,-_Sp. Path. '78 
Yes, I feel that school has a lot to 
offer within their departments 
and also outside of'the depart-
ment. Unfortunately, 4 years of 
college' is too little and extra 
curricular courses often aren·t 
available at the time when it's 
convenient for you to take them. 
We are satisfied. Even though 
the reputation here isn't that 
good the teachers here are very 
stimulating. I think that :the 
teachers here deal with students 
on a much more· personal level., 
than at sonie place like Cornell -
wh_ere a,b,ig D,llJ!l~_-proJ. -~_s_ !«>:-_ . 
lectu~. 
_ , and Lisa Chetkof. Psych. _'78-
The progrru,ns of speech path' and 
-p_sy~hology.' ~- very ~equate_ 
because of the'individual' atten-
, tlon_giv~n_ by the teach~rs; · , 
Tom, o•Alolsio,' Health A~s-
tration "18 · -
Yes, because my· department has 
a very well st111ctured course 
distribution. 
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Student Commends Ithacan 
To the Ithacan; 
May I commend you on your 
editorial. of October 20th con-
cerning the relevancy of class-
room learning in a TV-Radio 
curriculum. The Ithacan states 
that there is a.need for improve-
ment in TV:Radio courses at 
Ithaca College. While this may 
ultimately be true, . it is my 
opinion that no matter what is 
taught in the classroom, there is 
nothing that can substitute· for 
the amount of knowledge that 
can be gained by actual "hands-
on" experience. The School of 
Communications has an out-
standing faculty, and their ex-
perience in the field is extremely 
important to all Communications 
students. Unfortunately, even 
with a!, fine a faculty as we have, 
the classroom cannot possibly 
teach the student everything he 
or she must know in preparation 
for a career in TV-Radio. Thus, 
the issue at hand is "Should the 
classroom really be expected to 
teach the student everything?" 
No, the job of TV:Radio courses 
should be to arouse the student's 
interest, and encourage him or 
her to get involved in the various 
TV-Radio activities readily avail-
able at Ithaca College; namely 
WICB Radio and TV. By 
working at the radio and televi-
sion stations, the student can 
become an active participant in 
the day to day operation of a 
broadcast facility (something 
which is impossible to achieve in 
any classroom.) 
At WICB Radio, students can 
learn how to run a radio board 
properly, how to edit tape, how 
to put together a broadcast-qual-
ity news or sports program, or 
how to be a. disk jockey. They 
can even learn bow to sell radio 
advertising, and how to put 
together a quality commercial to 
be played on the air. 
In television, the story remains 
the same: No course can possibly 
teach you everything about TV; 
the classroom can only touch the 
surface. At WICB televison,stu-
dents have the opportunity to 
learn how to run top ·quality and 
equipment in on-the-air produc-
tions. They also have the chance 
·to learn how to produce and· 
direct their own productions 
·- with qual~ty and consistency 
~ -1, ~~ ~ 
CJ.un9 /Jtee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA, N. Y. 148S0 
-.l"FL t607) 273-1 234 
1 BLOCK FROM 
CAMPUS 
(WICB-TV's coverage of Bomber 
football is an outstanding exam-
ple of what I mean.) 
I feel I am qualified to express 
myself in this manner, , because 
I've been through the process. 
As a freshman in late 1974, I 
learned some ~asics from by 
Broadcast Operations course, 
but I could see then that if I 
wanted to have -more of a 
working knowledge of the indus-
try, I would have to get some 
experience in the field. That fall, 
I began working for WICB as a 
sportscaster, and then as a disk 
jockey (neither of which I could 
have learned to do in a classroom 
I was grateful for the chance to fulltime capacity. I'm on the air 6 professional broadcasting. They 
learn how to do these things by nites a week as a disk jockey. I include account executives for 
actually being on-the-air, and am- also the statin' s Music WTKO, news and sports-casters 
through that experience, I was Director. In addition I am for WTKO and WHCU. disk 
able to keep improving my "act", 1 involved with commercial pro- jockeys at WTKO, news and 
and le~rn about the day to day duction, Public Affairs, and I at WENY in Elmira. One friend 
operation of a radio station by have been able to become heavily of mine is a newscaster for 
being an active part of it! As a involved in several community WENY Radio and TV, and yet 
sophomore in 1975-76, I was projects in Ithaca. another commutes to Scranton, 
Public Service Director for This letter was not intended as a Pa. twice a week to work as a 
WICB Radio, I participatPd in vehicle to boast of my accom- newscaster for a major televison 
nearly every aspect of radio that plishments. There are many station. The people I've just 
was available to me. My WICB other students at Ithaca College mentioned are currently sopho-
experience enabled me to take who have followed the same mores, juniors, and seniors here 
the "gr,:iat leap" into professional course of action. Many of my at Ithaca College. Amazing? 
broadcasting. Currently, I am classmates who got involved Yes, Impossible? Not at all! All 
working at WTKO Radio (I've with WICB during their first it takes is some talent, some 
been there for 19 months) in a vears at LC. are now in Continued on page 4 
Budget .Requests r----------------------------------~ : U'OO~ I OO@CD©ceA [PCJJUJCQ~ CL©CDCQ~ All clubs and organizations 
are required to submit their 
quarterly budget reports and 
any monthly statements of their 
3280 accounts by Tuesday, Nov-
ember 1, 1977 by 5 PM in the 
Student Government Office. 
These reports should contain an 
itemized explanation of all ex-
penses incurred and all revenues 
earned as of the deadline date. 
Forms and explanations of quar-
terly reports are available in the 
Student Government Office. If 
you have any questions, you can 
contact Melanie Casciano in the 
S.G. office on Thursday (10/27). 
from 2-3 PM or Friday (10/28) 
from 1-3 PM. 
Failure to hand in these 
reports will result in a suspen-
sion of funds. The purpose of 
these report~ is to help clubs and 
organizations keep an accurate 
check on their expenses . and in 
addition;" provide a second check 
for Student Government, so we 
can compare our books with 
yours. We are trying to keep 
tighter control' on ~ur money and 
we want to make sure that 
everyone is balancing their ex-
penses in the b~st way. 
Melanie Casciano 
Executive Board of 
~tudent Congress 
I '11~U.<t(!)Wle~ 
i MG I [DA(t[l! W) ml"OOA~ 
L-----------------------------------J 
THE 1977 CA YUGAN 
YEARBOOKS ARE HERE 
Orders will be taken by sending 
your name and address to the 
Cayugan office, JLandon·· Hall9 
and we will retorlill 
.. an order iorm to J®llllo 
·Ali those who havr~ @rderre«ll _alht~ 
yearbook already will be Illl@tiiffied 
when tto pick them llllJIDo 
limited 0 0 quant1t1es-= 
fir·st to come , first served 
fll ~16 . 
Bronxlthacans 
Checkln 
The senior Physical Therapy 
students in "da Bronx" have been 
finalizing plans for the various 
upcominl-' events that will be 
5ponsored. A blood drive for the 
benefit of family credit was 
~ecently hdd Ocober 18th. Stu-
·lents and faculty both partici-
pated. 
Parent's Weekend will also 
he held in the Bronx this year on 
October 28th - 30th. Many 
t>vents are scheduled for the 
weekend including shows and 
movies in the city, a tour of our 
··campus", student presentations 
of modalities, and two slide 
presentations by Mark Bettinson 
and Lori King. Saturday night 
dinnN and dancing will be held in 
the Friedman Lounge where 
parents will meet the faculty and 
enjoy a silent movie, which is 
being provided by Larry Steves, 
one of the professors. 
A class in CPR will be 
taught by two of the students, 
Claudia Komer and Amy Kes-
sler. It is an eight-hour course 
which will give certificaiton in 
eardiopulmonary resuscitation. 
A special thanks goes to Gus 
Perialis for sending tickets to the 
CW Post football game, October 
22, and also to Roger Eslinger for 
sending each weekly Ithacan and 
the monthly calenders. 
Lori King 
NYPT'78 
Continued from page 2 
will know it. I would agree, if 
only we had an open forum. But 
given our media and. the power ' 
and money of the otficial doc- . 
trines of national security, anti· 
communism and American im-
perialism, Colby's position has 
hedgemony. those who chal-
lenge him have not the resources 
or access to audience that he has. 
We do not have an open forum, 
and it is a travesty to think that 
his coming here will coritnoute to 
our understanding of both sides 
of "the issue". · 
The issue then is-not wheth-
er or not Colby should be allowed 
to speak, and we should not allow 
ourselves to be drqwn into that 
arguement by a naive or liberal 
press. The issue is that we as a 
nation expect and require 
Colby's to run our government 
and define our political and moral 
positions. The issue is that; he is 
the ultimate bureaucrat and that 
we offer him money to tell us 
how right it is. The issue is that 
Ithaca College, like any other 
piece of the educational estab-
lishment, is part of the political-
economic order which requires 
and turns out Colby's. It is this 
reality that we must address 
ourselves to and attempt to 
change. We need to educate 
ourselves and our community as 
a m·eans of liberation. We must 
confront him and-fi"fs-supporters, 
not to deny them, or even to 
shame them, but to point out the 
horror, and as a step in bringing 
· a sense a sense of integrity, 
humanity and political awarene·ss 
to Ithaca College. 
Students and faculty are plan-
ning to organize self education 
and methods of confronting the 
community in positive ways with 
his presence, including strate-
gies for confronting him while on 
campus. Times and places will 
be announced and posted. I urge 
all members of the community to 
attend and participate in these 
efforts. 
Jonathan Daitch Assistant Prof. 
Department of Economics 
TV-R Student Speaks 
Continued from page S 
experience, and maybe a little 
luck. 
I admit that sometimes, I have 
wondered whether or not the 
TV-R program could stand some 
improvement. It probably can. 
But remember that, still, televi-
sion-radio at Ithaca College has 
really come a long way, and 
there's no reason to doubt that 
we are capable of doing even 
better. But to newcomers to 
Ithac11 College and the ';{'V-Radio 
department, I say this: 
Remember, that while the formal 
curriculum of Ithaca College is 
important to you career, there 
are other things which are, at 
least, as improtant as doing well 
in the classroom. Your future 
success depends very heavily on 
not only what you know, but 
what you know how to do. At 
WICB-Radio-TV, there is a chan-
ce for you to learn how to do 
many of the things that will be 
re uired of ou when ou leave 
A~jATA~ 
GA~DEN 
[RtSTAt[RA_t!T] 
( 'hi nest.' -A.mer.ican Food 
118 W. State Street 272-7350 
Ithaca College. The classroom Contin;~d from page 2 
portion of your education is only in various parts of the state recitals and this year's concert 
a small taste of what it's really Cornell get's its shows in this series. We have looked into 
like in the broadcasting world. manner. . using the Strand theatre down-
It's up to you to expand your own Another problem we have is town. . Cornell' has booked the 
experiences, and get involved hall availability. The gym is theatre for the entire months of 
with WICB. Those who do take open for our use only on select October and November for their 
this step will find more oppor- Saturdays. We can do no week. plays. · . 
tunities available to t~em in the night shows because of the Despite contrary belief, We 
future than those who don't. If HPER professional classes. did not cancel the Atlanta 
you have any doubts, please f~el · Almost ap.y other organization Rhythm Section Con~ert · The 
free to talk to me. I can provide has priority over the Bureau of Atlanta Rhythm Sect10n can~el-
documented proof that this is the Concerts because of the amount led on us. Their reasoning bemg 
truth. of time that we need to set up,· that close friends of their's died 
Peter M. Steinhaus show, and clean up. ff is very in a plane crash; The Lynard 
TV-R 1978 difficult to use Ford Hall due to Continued from page 4 
Crossroads Committee 
by Je~ Young ,, 
The Crossroads Committee is a 
subdivision of the Student Activ-
ities Board of Ithaca College. 
The Committee works mainly on 
finding entertainment to perform 
for the College Community. All 
performances are put on in the 
Crossroads itself, which is locat-
ed on the second floor of Egbert 
Union. 
On Sunday, October 30 at 9:00 
PM, the Crossroads will feature 
a traditional, progressive folk 
and blues guitarist, Pierce 
Campbell. Campbell is presently 
a senior at l.C. majoring in 
politics, but he plans to pursue a 
.career in the music field. He 
plays acoustic six and twelve 
string guitarm and has a style 
very similar to that of Leo 
Kotke. He writes many original 
tunes. This performance will 
make Campbell's fourth year 
playing at the Crossroads. IN 
this aspect, it seems that Ithaca 
College and it's surrounding 
areas have many advantages. In 
Campbell's case, the town of 
Ithaca provided him with his first 
chance at playing professional 
gigs, and his 1st performance 
took place in the Crossroads. 
Campbell prefers a coffee-
house atmosphere, and some 
may have seen him play at 
various pubs and coffeehouses in 
the area. He has appeared at the 
Stables, The Old Pub (whfch is 
·continued on page 11 
Pes8Y Cornwall gathers together some of the most handsome 
sweaters around. Case in point: M111i~,, C/11,~/11111 argyle. M,11·1~,1 
C/111~'/111,1 hooded sweater with toggle buttons, H.111-/..- with corduroy 
trim and toggle buttons. H,,-/..- slit neck ribbed weave, H.11-J..- buttoned 
' cowl and the E.S. 01'1111~ F,11,- I~lc. Other offerings include Prn1slc, 
Br,w11,1r, T,111111·,w,111, f--ll'n11,111 Ct'1~/ as well as fi~lil'11111111 bu/~ fro111 
avallab1e at 
· lrcl,md. 
,J 
llOOO(i 
ODlfJU 
.___ __ PEccY:·coRNWALL ....----------
:1.\() HJn,hJw [U. lthJcJ. N'r ~57-IN'i l\1'111 ilm,u1<h Sat. Ill ()cl 1,, 5 .1,1 
of 
PYRAMID MA.LL 
AudloMagnetlcs High 
Performance Tape 
Is available al 
INTREPID 
"Auburn NY 
0 BRIANS APPLIANCE 
Auburn NY 
HART ELECTRONICS 
Binghamton, NV 
SLIPPED DISC 
Suny B1ngl1i1rrllon NY 
SOUNU SPOT 
B1ngilamlon NY 
CORTLIINO COLI f-C,f 8001\ 
STORC 
Corllan(l NY 
U Ml Rf, COi LL(j[ BOOK STOfll 
E.irn1r;:i N't 
Pf.N~JY l ANr 
Elm,ra NY 
S0tJTHH1N T1F f1 f.l fl, lflONIC'., 
Horscl1e.1cJ•, NY (E.lrn,raJ 
CAM[ LOT MUSIC. 
Foyellevillc NY 
GRECO TV 
Fulton, NY 
MIK[ :; 1/,Pf (,I_ ~I 11 H 
f-r11!u11 NY 
co11,Mf HHCll4r,uitH' 
H;111111i<J1' NY 
/\(,'II( JN -~1,1 >1> l 
1111,w:1 NY 
ll/,CI I I() Iii"., 
lllld< ,i N'( 
COl!~JI 1, 1 r,•,11•: J'-. '• 11 ,Hf 
1111,w,1 NY 
ITHf\(.f~! (J!lf•,! l~{l(JK L.,T(HH 
1111.JLd NY 
11[ U)HI l f>f UPI t 
lllldCd NY 
MIKE S ~;()lJNll U ~Jl I H 
L,vcrpool NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Norwich, NY 
Qr,J[ 1()/, flf\111() SI 111(,~ 
011e,di1 NY 
Gr NT ii [ MIJSI( 
Osweqo NY 
Gf1lCO TV 
O"weqo NY 
JIM S f1,\[)I() 6 I\ 
Osweqo NY 
P,,LMLH Hi',[)ll) ,.~ rv 
o~weq<, i·JY 
RIDGE ELECTRONICS 
Pittsford, NY 
noclt:.n:. 1u,1)•U· 
Po!,cl,,111 NY 
CLARK MUSIC 
Syracuse, NY 
(,E fifli fl l\1U'.,C 
Nur111 ~yr,ICll',<• NY 
(ii /Jl{l H t.,/l ;t11C 
Sl1()JJJlll\(Ji()W!\ 0<• W,11 
rSvr,H ,,',<'/ NY 
( ii Hh! H '.;1lJS 1( 
r dlFlll(HJ/ll F ,!Ir {Syrd(.IJ',ti) r-JY 
GORDON ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Syracuse. NY 
~ V 111-< l 1 > ( l \ ) I I;-, 1 [ J \ ( r J ( ! j ' 
N(,r! 1 , '.1.,,r H 1' i· 1\JY 
11f (,( lHI l I HI td Ill 
On 11w S LI llil/ 
SOU!':!PS GREA 1 
Syracuse NY 
'•H.',: J ,I I 1rJ .I 11 ,r' Hr J( ,)-
:iv',H J ,(' f'JY 
THE AUDIO THRESHOLD 
Syracuse, NY 
."o.Ji11 ' ', Hi ( 1 11,; )' 
~vr,11 , , .. ,. ~Jr' 
SEIDEN SOUND 
Utica, NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Herkimer (Utica), NY 
PATS RECORDS 
North Syracuse NY 
COLGATE UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Ham,l!on NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
lthrca NY 
HARRINGTON BROS 
Courtland NY 
CENTRAL fLECTRONICS 
Utrca NY 
SPENO MUSIC 
Auburn NY 
LES VOLL MFR RADIO ANO 1 V 
ce~tral Square NY '-
HELP WANTED 
lfSfOR 
YOU ..... 
I . 
please call -
274-3~07 
'i · X207 
- .· ~. ' . "' :,., 
.. ~ 
. ,. ,t "', ~J$3 
SA.Sf stud\o-a 
AUdloMag·n t· - .. 
e res High Pert, · " - · ·· , . , 
onnance-under $2 
Listen 
to this picture. 
Hear any difference between cas- distinction. AudioMagnetics 
settes? Of course not. And we'll even guarantees their High 
bet you won't hear any 
difference on your tape 
recorder either. 
Because the fact is, this new · 
AudioMagnetics tape is so 
close ll) performance 
to those more expensive 
numbers, that only the 
most expensive 
equipment can make the 
We guarantee you 
/ can·t tell the difference. 
So why pay the difference? 
The same high quality and value is available in 45, 90, and 120 minute 
cassettes and in 8-track cartridges. 
To finaout more. write us at AudioMagnetics, 2602 M1chelso;i Drive, P. 0 l3ox B-G, lrvmi:. CA 92716. 
Or call toU free (800) 854-0131, in California 1 (800) 432-7033 
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT JOB OPENINS FOR BEAUTI-
AND WEDDING RINGS: Up to FUL WOMEN ONLY: If you 
50 percent discount to students, have no job or a job with no 
faculty and staff. Example, 1/4 GRATITUDE, then apply at 
ct. $95, 1/2 ct. $275, I ct. $795, GOONS GLAMOUR GIRLS, 
by buying direct from leading Ltd. Guranteed exciting job 
diamond importer. For color with man;r FRINGE BENEFITS. 
catalog send $1 to SMA Diamond Apply in person Wednesdays 
Importers, Inc., Box 42, Fan- from 4-5 in Lobby of Job Hall's 
wood, N.J. , 07023 (indicate 2nd floor. remember girls, it's 
name of school) or call (212) - Knauer-Knever. 
682-3390 for location of show- (Not responsible for any spelling 
room nearest you. errors.) 
Course Registration packets for 
Spring 1978 will be in the mail to 
students living on campus, 
Thursday, October 27; 1977. 
. Students_ living. off campus 
should pie~ up the.ir. packets at 
the Registrar's Office. Job 2, 
. beginning October· 27, ~r 
1:00PM, 
For All people who haven't 
fulfilled their 3 semester require-
ment on a Research Team in 
Psychology there will be a 
Research Team Colloquium on 
Wed; Nd\>. 2nd at' 7:30 in room 
F309.' Refreshm.ents' will be 
served. ~Everyone Welcome.· 
Reminder--All students receiv-
ing V .A. benefits must sign in at 
the beginning of each month in 
the Registrar's Office, Job 2. 
Careers in Speech Communica-
tion wil1 be discussed by recent 
graduate~ of the Speech pro-
gram: Stop by if you want to find 
out what "speech'.' is, and what 
the job possibilities are in the 
field. Thur.sday, November 3, 
3:30-5:00 pm Sponsored by Ca-
reer Planning and the Speech 
Department. 
. -Midterm grades may be picked 
up at your advisor's office 
beginning, Friday, October 28. 
At the same time you should 
discuss your Spring courses and 
have your Spr~g- Conrol Card 
signed,-by your advisor; 
MAGICIAN WANTED: for a 10 
to 15 minute act for senior 
_ citizens. Call,Sharon at 272-5197 
or Bev at 272-2562 
Michael, 
Welcome to I.C. Sorry it's not 
as fantastic as Notre Dame, or so 
I've been told. Anyway, have a 
wonderful time with your honey. 
Linda 
Laurie, 
Good luck on both parts of 
your Anatomy test, the theoneti-
cal and pratical. 
M 
Your absentee roomie 
Linda 
Thank you for you. You're 
the greatest! 
All my love. 
L. 
Radio & T~auchmann Movies/Bobbin 
·- . by Bob Buchmann 
Promotion is a key tool used by 
broadcasters to make audiences 
aware of the programs they 
feature and the corresponding 
time they are featured. Promo-
: ion lets the nameless, unseen 
scores of people know ·that a 
8taton exists! Last week, this 
,·olumn's concentration was on 
W/CB-TV, the underpromoted 
local television alternative that is 
talcen advantage of by too few 
here on campus. Similarly, this 
wee/e's focus is on WICB-AM, the 
under-promoted campus radio 
alternative. 
WICB-AM is one radio station 
broadcasting on two places on 
the dial. It employs carrier-cur-
reot methods (where the wires in 
the walls of each dorm serve as 
the station's "antenna") to trans-
mit on campus at 610AM. It also 
is broadcast both on and off 
campus over the Ceracche Cable 
system at 106 FM. Even though 
the station broadcasts on two 
separate frequencies, it is billed 
as Radio 61. This serves to 
differentiate it from affiliate and 
competit or ICB-FM (92 Stereo). 
Radio 61 Program Director 
Ron Kalvaitis says, "We empha-
size that we are Ithaca College 
Rock. We consider ourselves a 
college-only station, and we feel 
thisis an asset. 
"Our mnsic is more pop than 
ICB-FM's, and yet we don't play 
tunes that are not acceptable to 
college students, as TKO some-
times does," says Kalvaitis, who 
assumed his position in August. 
The station is musically for-
matted as an alternative. 
There's a constant flow of new 
music being added to the playlist 
so the same records don't come 
up again and again. Album cuts 
supplement the popular air-
sound. 
Radio 6l's disc jockies are 
conversational, and try to ideo· 
tify with college students. 
Kalvaitis say, "It's J.C. students 
DAMSEL REDFORD MORRISEY CAl!RIEL RAGALIA 
SYMBOLS OF LOVE 
A Keepsake diamond ring 
says it all, reflecting your love 
in its brilliance and beauty. 
The Keepsake guarantee 
assures a perfect diamond of 
fine white color and precise cut. 
There is no finer diamond ring. 
Keepsake~ 
~iscerrd Diamond Rillg\ 
r----------------------, l How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding I 
I FREE! Be,iutiful 20-pJge booklet for planning your engagement and f 
I wedding plus color brochure on vit.il d,.imond facts and lates~ ring I 
I styles. Special bonus wupon s.ives you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book. I your complete wedding record. Send 25¢ for postage .ind handling. I 
I Fn NJ me ___________________ I 
f Address ___________________ -I 
, City ---------------1 I State _____________ Zip ____ I 
I Keepsake Diamond Rings, Bo>c 90, Syracuse,. New York 13201-1 
Find your Keepsake dealer under Jeweler~ in, the. Yellow .Pages ·I 
L~~!_:.?!!..!!!!~~~!,!~·_!.•!.}:!!!1~~c!!_:!,?!:.9~-6S~:J 
by Jay Bobbin · 
talking to I.C. students," While This notion was pushed even 
the station encourages individ- In the good old, days of the further by Butch Cassidy and the 
ual personality, this sometimes motion picture industry, there Sundance Kid. Bank robbers 
brings about an irritating lack of \Vere certain things you could . ·again received the glory · and 
consistency from one hour to the count on. The boy would get the when they turn out to be Paul 
next. gil'I. The good guy would win. Newman and Robert Redford, 
The station features both ABC The bad guy would get his just well, what more can one say? 
and local newscasts, with em- desserts. Well, nowadays, the Who would dare hate them? 
phasis on campus happenings. It boy still gets the girl, but the bad (They kept it up in The Stiog.t 
is instituting a feature similar to guy is winning a lot more often. On we went to the two 
the Progressive Network News Just like the -old days, when Godfather films. Here we had as 
Blimp heard on WVBR, which it Robin Hood and Jesse James charming a family of professional 
will call the I.C. Balloon. This weren't so much crooks as they assassins as one could possibly 
news capsule will report on were folk heroes, the cheering is find. Big deal if they're 
Ithaca College events and tie in going for the villain. specialists at strangling, stab· 
appropriate music. This factor is a direct product bing, and shooting, right? 
Radio 61 broadcasts from 7 AM to of the late 1960's and the I970's, They're a nice, closely-knit farni-
10:45 AM, and returns at 5:30 and it comes directly from the ly. 
PM. When the facility is not things that American society has Some of today's major movie 
originating programming, it re-· undergone. · Those who refused stars have· continually bucked 
broadcasts WAAL, an album to obey the draft were in reality the system, much to the delight 
oriented rocker from Bingham- lawbreakers, but many looked of filmgoers. Clint Eastwood 
ton. The station is currently upon• them as "the good guys." was a hired killer in The Eiger 
attempting to bring the FM cable Police brutality was also a big Sanction, and he sure didn't 
rate down, so as to make the issue, especially after Kent represent the model policeman in 
stero hook-up more attractive to State, so lots of people were the ''Dirty Harry" trilogy in 
students. rooting for those who could put it which he had the streets running 
Area Programming Highlights past the cops. red with the blood of crooks. 
Of course, in their never- Charles Bronson undoubtedly 
Sunday night at 92FM, ICB · ending attempt to stay tuned to set the prototype of good-man-
FM's SPORTSTALK will high- the minds of the public, movie- doing-bad-things in Death Wish. 
light pro basketball. Hosts makers picked up on this new Under the guise of being 3: 
Barry Loweohar and Eric Fried- view of the criminal. It was self-appointed protector of the 
lieb will present an analysis of nothing new to film the life of a people, he killed muggers _with as 
each division. SPORTSTALK famed bad guy, but now there ·much . delight as they had in 
spoke to the players and will was a new twist. and it's stayed taunting their victims. Earlier, 
have exclusive interviews with for at least ten years. he was a very clever. and classy 
Bob Mcadoo, Lonnie Shelton, One of the earliest examples I hit man with "more than a 
Julius Erving, Red Auerback, can think of is Boonie and Clyde. hundred ways to kill" in . The 
Mitch Kupchak, Jim McMillan, The ads said it this way. Mechanic. 
Tom McMillan, Ticky Burden, "They're young ... they're in Murder on the Orient Ex· 
Jim O'Brien, Sam Goldaper, love ... and they kill people." press had (at the risk of giving 
Dave Biog, Elvin Hayes,' Wes What Warner Bros. and director away the solution) an entire 
Uoseld, Bo Ellis, Richie Guerin, Arthur Penn tried to put across pa§senger list of murderers. 
Lou Carnesella, Kevin Grevey, was that although the pair They were so elegant and 
and Louis Wright. The program murdered others, they were just refined, though, and they had 
will begin at 7PM. about like anyone else. Indeed, such a reasonably good set of 
ICB-FM has been giving away in the final bloody massacre upon motives, that we forgave them 
tens of Ronstadt passes and the couple, we're sorry to see their trespasses. 
albums to psych the region for tis them die . that must say Is this sort of thing still 
evening's concert. something about the folk-hero going on in movies? You bet 
WVBR, 93FM, presents the desig!Jatior, given to some killers your bad guys. ~et's take a ver_y 
Marshall Tucker Bank and the on film. (The same thing was to recent example: if James Bond 1s 
New Riders of the Purple Sage happen later when the homicidal the ultimate hero, Jaws must be 
on the King Biscuit Flower Hour lovers were arrested in Bad- his ultimate adversary, .\.. 
this Sunday at 7PM. The station I.ands, a a brilliantly-done but In The Spy Who Loved Me, 
('(Jlltiuued mi pnge 11 little-seen picture.) some of the biggest kicks come 
Pa:zDIZllllli:r:mmasm:mm=za:cm1111m1amzmm:111111111111m111111111111111111111111ma:=====-.i from seeing the steel-toothed 
giant survive the ways in .which 
007 manages to foil him. ··It's 
Tonieht • Frida!/ and Saturday 
STEVE DITZE'-L 
Back from Chicaso 
\ 
sineina the ·blues 
HEARTY SEASONAL DRINKS~ 
. . . 
GENEROUS SANDWICH A.ND 
SN.ACKS. NIGHTLY l)INNER 
SPECIALS·. 
Come out·'and·-wBPm _"up_.:·-~·'·: 
·., by tli, !ireplace ._. ... ·. :-x.:,,: 
unusual to have a villain you like,:· 
so much in a Bond movie. 
A new film in town, A Piece 
of the Action, has two lovable 
crooks (Sidney Poitier and Bill 
Cosby) getting reformed by 
helping out at a ghetto youth 
center. On its way is a film that 
demonstrates ~obody is totally 
bad or totally good: Looking for 
Mr. Good.bar, based on Judith. 
Rossner's bestseller. Diane 
Keaton plays a teach~r by 
day/ singles-bar-swinger by 
night, and some of the men she 
picks up are supposed to be 
pretty brutal...especially her last 
guy. 
The presence of the bad guy 
in movies is as old as The Great 
Train Robbery, but it's not as __ 
easy to label him anymore. I· 
guess that our world has gotten ; , 
too complex to keep good arid_· .. 
evil totally separate - there are · 
too many . shades of "in-be-
LWeen." But are there too many . 
go_od "bad guys?" That seems to 
be up to each of us to decide for 
ourselves. ~0 
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Bob Reiff & Steve Krawitz of Eastman 101 have won enough beer to to hold a week-long pari112 
The pair's spiral stai~ase, which leads up to a golden-topped loft above a living room, was 
voted grand prize winner by the 1~1'All~Wl?m ~<Omfl~V-'staff. 
Bob Totah/W•Tower ... Bob'a roon,, 
houses. a workroom. an_cl upp .... lo. -
Iliad with. matresa. An antique 
lobster lk»t hlghllghts.tlle.~ _ 
', · .
. 
\. 
Jason Tr.atten/Terr. SA ... Comblne 
flllh~-•ta of ann cllnl a,.-•~ 
111lw•r·1on with trap clNr, and- loads 
of ·plants, 'and that'• Juow.a r~om. 
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by Scott Greene 
Dennis Mino 
Skateboarding has become a 
profession, a fashionable fad, a 
big business and in our case, just 
plain fun. 
We've been boarding for 
about ten years. Most of them 
spent racing between paper cups 
on our. driveways. In the \ast 
two years we have become more 
seriously involved in the sport. 
Some of our results are pictured 
here. 
Skateboarding is much like 
other recreative activities, such • 
as bicycling and skiing. It's all a 
matter of balance. Once you feel 
at home on the board you're 
ready to go. All you have to 
learn is how to shift you,r weight 
to perform certain manuevers. 
In the last few months we 
have learned to do some freesty-
le tricks. Pictured are hand 
stands, 360's and assorted 
jumps. We are also pictured 
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R. s. Sellers11 Jr.-
ridmg the board catamaran style 
(sitting on our boards with our 
legs intertwined). When we ride 
this way we reach speeds of up to 
thirty miles an hour. It 
admittedly gets a little hairy, but 
it's very exciting. 
People around campus have 
asked us why we still do this. 
Some have ·even suggested that 
we try out for the football team. 
"It's safer" they say.- That may 
be true (you do take a lot of hard 
knocks) but skateboarding gives 
you a feeling of exhileration. The 
wind whistles by your ears and 
your legs are tense. As you roll 
down the hill the adrenaline 
starts pumping and suddenly you 
feel the excitement of speed. 
. If you like you can even take 
' _:,,: ~ an ego trip. We must admit that 
, ,:t..'; /S, 1'fjf it's fun having people stop and "· ~ 1._.. , · stare. We would like to thank all ... ' ;:]i , of you f?r your stares and __ "' comments. They make us feel :;~,., , \; good. We both hope we've given 
. ,;. :""': ~ you some kind of enjoyment. 
"-\ -- Even if it was just watching us 
.,:: wipe out. 
·: Keep on Boardin' 
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MG Band Returns To Ithaca 
by Steve Haims 
MG is teturning to Ithaca. For 
you neophytes, last year MG was 
one of the areas most sought 
after rock ,ind roll bands. They 
nlaved Cornell Frats, downtown 
Pniagements, and even outdoor 
,·oncerts. They even played at an 
1·xclusivc suberban New York 
i)arty. The guests came by 
mvitat ion only. 
occaisional tune on the talk box 
(Rockey Mountain Way). John-
ny is hoping to form a band this 
year with his brother, who is a 
student at Cornell. 
Other members of the band · 
have either graduated or put 
thier musical talents to work. 
To!ll Walker, the bands dremmer 
and back up vocalist to work. 
Tom Wald 
say that he is more than psY,ched talent for filling out the bass end 
to play Saturday Night. Richy . of the bands sound. ' And _then 
Stanojev, who besides holding· a there is Errol Edwards. Errol, 
nine to five desk-job also does the who graduated with a degree i~t" 
nite club trip. Richy is the sociology 'is the groups lead 
groups ~1ead guitarist and has singer and plays a variety of 
been known to drive a crowd havd held percussion instru-
wild with his behing the head ments. As of late, he has been a 
antics during "Freebird". He special guest vocalist for the 
also assists with the vocals. Daily Planet Band. . 
love to see the people danc~, and 
that is what thier music is meant 
for. The songs they ·play range 
from Kansas and the Outlaws, to 
Wishbone Ash, Jeff Beck and 
even some Stevie. Wonder: But 
it is so hard , to categorize what 
they play on paper. Ask around, 
and be sure to catch MG live at 
Nite Court, Saturday evening. 
For those of you who may have 
.1lready forgotten, lets check out 
1 he hands pcrsonnell. There is 
onlv one member of the group 
st iii continuing his education 
here on the hill. Now a 
sophomore and philosophy-reli-
~10n major, John Donnaly plays 
lead and rhythm guitars, with an 
Last May.two of the groups Errol and the rest of_th'} boys 
members graduated. Paul.Jaw- .. ---lll!!!!!!~•-1111111!-·~-------------
0ther members of the band in, once a History major, and self Rod Stewart 
have either graduated or put taught bass player, is now a 
thier musical talents to work. student of law at Syracuse 
Tom Walker, the bands drum- University. ManyofyouoldMG Concert 
mer and back up vocalist has groupies may not recognize 
been playing the New York Nite . Paul, as he has since cut his hair. 
Club scene. One can honestly - But for sure he has not lost his 
TUl:2134£1\~i 
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By· reservation only, pl~ase . 
by Bob Buchmann 
Behind a virgin-white scrim 
curtain, jl figure made sensual 
· gestures to the tune of "The 
Stripper". The curtain opened, 
and internationally-renowned 
Rod Stewart greeted over five 
thousand raving fans in Bing-
hamton's Broome County Arena 
Monday evening. 
Stewart started a solo career 
in 1964, later joining the Hoochie 
Coochie Men, followed by the 
Shotgun Express (with drummer 
Mick Fleetwood), and there to 
the Jeff Beck Group in 1968. 
SEAFOOD., MEATS •. 
VEGETABLES AND 
LOTS OF LOVE. 
in tight fitting black pants an 
vest covered with tens of silver 
ornaments wiggled his way 
through the two-hour-plus en-
gagement with leaps and boun'ds 
and gestures of elation. At one 
point in . the - performance, the 
master soccer play dribbled and 
kicked over 20 soccer balls out -to 
the audience as the six-p,iece 
band (3 guitars, 1 bass, 1 drum, 1 
keyboard( jammed on. 
"For the next two hours," 
Stewart said, "we are your ser-
vants". Servants they were 
indeed, as they incorporated 
favorit~s .like "Maggie May", 
"You W~ar it Well", "The Kiliing 
of Georgie", "Reason to Believe'', 
"Tonight's the Night", and 'Tm 
Losin' You" into the electric 
evening. The latter tune was 
performed · with a number of 
solos, including bass and drum 
solos which enticed the enthusi-
astic audience to become all the 
more involved. Stewart's role 
was to put his sandpapery vocal 
chords to work. He did not play 
guitar. 
Rod Stewart. who has toured 
the world-over, did not write 
Binghamton, N.Y. off as a waste 
of his time. H said,'Tm having a 
great time!" .... and it was ob-
vious that he was. 
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Career.Day 
Scheduled· 
The drama speech department 
'iouses itself in the Performing 
Arts building, along with the 
communications department. 
Speech attracts about one thous-
and people per year. What they 
do in Speech classes is a question 
frequently asked. The offer a 
variety of distinctly different 
classes, ensuing different kinds 
of speech. Public Address, Oral 
Interpretation, Business and 
Professional Speech, and Com-
munication Theory, are some of 
the courses offered. -They also 
have a wide variety of upper 
level courses. . Speech courses 
are often required by other 
divisions due to their wide use 
and good general background. 
For a minor in speech one 
needs to fulfill eighteen hours of 
credit. However, the major 
holds thirty-six hours minimum. 
A B.A. in Drama-Speech will 
give you a non-teaching degree 
while a B.S. in Drama-Speech 
will enable you to teach. 
On November 3, the' Drama 
Speech department will be hav-
ing a Careet Day, in hopes of 
telling students just "what you 
can do with a degree in the field 
of drama-speech." said Dr. Er-
lich. Career Day will take place 
from 3:30-5:00 in room 115, 
Gannett Center. apparently, 
Graduates will be returning· to · 
speak of their experience since 
their graduation. According to a 
survey, most people get jobs 
concerning human relations not 
mechanical relations. Good 
knowledge of speech fundament-
als will help one to become 
people oriented. Speech com- __ 
munications is vital in many 
different professions such as law 
and government. teaching and 
social servi~e. public relations, 
filmmaking, broadcasting and 
personnel management. In clos-
ing, Dr. Fish said, "through 
speech we try to create the most 
effective type of meaning.'_' __ 
••• Concert 
Continued from page 4 
now the White Mountain Ice 
Cream Parlor), the Gin Mill and 
Mother Courage in Cortland. 
Campbell ha!! also been involved 
in the Ithaca College Community 
Festival and has been featured 
on WVBR's "Bound for Glory." 
Pierce Campbell's view, music 
is the alternative of getting into 
the "rut routine", For those in a 
rut, come to the Crossroads on 
Sunday at ~00 PM to catch his 
act. 
mm11AaR11Se 
Continued on page 11 
Skynard Band. The Outlaws 
cancelled their show in Syracuse 
the same , weekend, giving the 
same reason. 
There are no real answers to 
the problems facing the Bureau 
of Concerts. We are trying our 
hardest; we want quality enter-
tairiinent on campus as much as 
you do. We are doing our best, 
working with available resources 
and - using them to the fullest 
extent. 
Thank You, 
The Bureau of Concerts 
o the Champ Vamp (Delilah): 
We. know what's been going 
n: that stufff you've got in your 
axjs getting out of hand. It's no 
se trying to hide behind those 
ampy sunglasses or running 
ff-campus.either! 
Love 
The Hussies 
(Circe and Maenad) 
ear Pooh: 
Thanks for everything. (es-
pecially the moral support). 
Love, 
Buh and friend 
Doug, 
Don't be a fool!! Go to P.T. 
We're concerned and we're right, 
you know. 
Lou, 
Anyone who leaves work early 
to drive us ALL THE WAY to 
the Linda ronstadt concert (and 
is late for dinner!) deserves to 
have lasagna on Sunday. 
Suesue 
Yearbook Meeting Tuesday 7:30 
P.M. at the Cayugan Office 
Basement of Landon Hall. All 
interested parties Welcome. 
To all Cat Islanders: 
Tape Dave will be showing 
· shots of Bainstown and sur-
roundings at tlte cinema Dept. 
Film-in; October 30th at 7:30 PM 
in the -soundstage of the P.A. 
building. Come-it's later than 
you think! 
A.T.B. 
Lost! Gold bracelet with stones 
around it, between Library and 
Health Center. Great senti-
mental value!! Small reward 
offered. Call Peggy 272-6852 
To the Lodge 
Remember the future is 
yours to keep - especially this 
weekend. Jumbo Myes Group!!! 
Kap 
Ride Needed to Long Island or 
N.Y .C. Today or Tomorrow call 
Corey at x430 
Beany, 
Get looped and follow the 
yeijow brick road. 
Cecel 
Hey Philees 
l,5's and 181 numbers. Are we 
20? 
The Driver 
Amy 
I know you know I know its a 
hard rain gonna fall. I think 
there is dry weather ahead-
I hope. Happy B-Day. 
Gary 
l.1<·h it i, opPn fron: 8-12 
1111d111ght. 7 night,, a wel'k, 
Lol'at1·d 11· thl· WP~t Towl'r 
I ;;i ... 1·m<·nt Room I Oh, Comp 
do11 11 for '-Ollll' ll"l' rn·arn tonight. 
Mark, 
While you're on your way to 
fame and fortune with your · 
ping-pong paddle and card 
tricks, don't drink too much cold 
cherry soup!! BEER 
Suesue 
To the lodge and the ward, . 
This will be the Myes · 
weekend of them all. Giant 
Thr farm street chapter 
Greeno, 
We made it through another 
traveling end, number 3 and we 
are still alive. Lets make it 
number 4 soon. Watch.your car 
this weekend. 
Boomer 
P .S. Kate wants you. 
Bring a Touch 
of the Tropics 
to Your Room 
BLAST! 
at 
THE DUGOUT 
Every Thursday 
Radio & TV 
Listings 
•Pottery. Baskets 
•Tcrrariur:is •Palms, rcrns. Bromeliads 
·Cacti, Succulents •On.:hids, Bonsai 
•Hanging Baskets ·cut Flow1:r Bouquets 
•Sand Gardens. Seashells •Flowering Plants 
•Books, Gifts •llouseplants and 
$2.00 All The 
Draft You· Can 
Continued from page 6 
is also a partial sponsor of the 
Halloween Party at · Tech Hi 
Fi, where the person who shows 
up in the best get-up this Friday, 
will win a thousand dollar stereo 
system. 
. •Pots, Misters Herb·Sceds 
~oils, Fertilizers •Dried Flowers 
,r 15'1 Jf,!~, !~,t~Jf !/,~~ 
CJ *ope_n Thurs. & Fri. evening 
until 9:00 p.m. 
*Sunda i I :00-4 :00 
Drink 
a50C Bar Liquor 
starts 9:00 
WTKO, 1470AM, personality 
Steve Morris features a specific 
d r --.---------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~Q artist or band every Mon ay t1 
;~:n;~!rb:!::;/!~e:n!~:e:- a ATTENTION FACU"LTY' a porary music with the best know n . . - . ' .· 
selection from the particular fl a 
astist or band. ·Gordon Thomas • 
and RoSli> [WQIV?J broadcast I a 
Sunday Serenade, a soul show I ---------------~------------------------- a 
:@;;;,.b;:;;.~: Text· book Orders ! on Saturday at 1:30PM. Classic- I
al buffs: The FM side airs a D B 
~:~::;c;un~~y !~elP~~~ B F s . . d s ' ter a 7.f.~:.r.~;~~: : or . Prine. emes ·. ~ 
WJCB-TV Channel 6 (on cam- I · IJ 
t~:~~f~~ !:N:.e.ed---e-d A*_., the B .. ookstore I 
t; Jri<b. At lOPM- Wednesday, I . . J .. . . a 
BluesCallfeatures.C~Jack . N' ·o,·w: ;,, ,_,,,. "o and Byron Smit~. _ , . _ . I u 
C~annel J3 ~.re~OJll:l.l ca~le. I· 
television) broadcasts 'Newscene ·- .' . _'. .. • • •.  • n 
at 7 and 11 PM S,linda;y"eve~gs. I . u 
~~t;a~!r~:!;:it~C:~: I - -- · .. "···:_-.... ..,.. _'_'f ,.,_ ·tea·. s· ··e· .· ,_::_,;·-(~·') !· t10n and heating. How· Could- I :.:. s - .,_..,_..- • :,' . - · ··., • . ·:· k- u 
You Forget?~'a trl~fo.-~e'sifow • . ' - ·. · . .- -, . '" ' ,- '.· . '·-· ·: ' ' .- . ''- .,........ ' R 
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B0mbers Go For ·1CAC Title Saturday 
{:. ; ' 
L37i~af ~:~~ ! 
Ithaca shut out five opponents. 
Ithaca's fortunes have not 
been so rosy in recent weeks, 
however. In fact, the Bombers 
will be looking to break a 
three-game losing streak on 
Saturday after last week's 18-0 
loss to C. W. Post, ·a loss that 
undoubtedly puts any playoff 
notions to rest. It's the first time 
an Ithaca team has lost three 
; straight since 1970, when they 
dropped their first three games 
of the season. 
The Bomb~rs now stand at 
3-3. 
Size was once again a factor 
in the bomber loss Saturday, as 
it had been for the previous two 
Ph c.t b J, Crispi weeks. The Pioneers dominated 
. . S 0da0 .Y on n 'the game physically, holding the Laper Jnco crush Post running baclc m atur Y s game. Ith ff t 90 · • aca o ense o a mere 
The Bombers will be battling schedule next week as they host yards, and sacking Ithaca's quar-
for the Independent College RIT, while Hobart finishes up it terbacks six times during the ball 
Athletic- Conference title this ICAC slate on the road against game. 
Saturday when they face the RPI in two weeks. The Bombers punted nine 
Statesmen of Hobart, always a The Bombers hold a 5-0 times in the contest and would 
tough foe for the Blue and Gold. series edge against their upstate have had another if not for a high 
Both are defeated in ICAC opponents, perhaps one reason punt snap which resulted in a' 
competition this year, the Bomb- why the Statesmen have drop- safety. They simply failed to 
ers at 2-0 with wins over St. ped them from their schedule, move the ball on offense with any 
Lawrence and Alfred, and the with the last contest set for Oct. degree of consistency. 
Statesmen at 3-0 with victories 28, 1978. Still, the games have "C.W. Post was unquestion-
against St. Lawrence, Alfred and been close in recent years, with ably the best defensive team that 
RIT. · the Bombers winning 27-20 last Ithaca has played in my eleven 
hie receiver downfield nullified 
the Ithaca Scoring play. 
Meanwhile, Ithaca's defense 
was completely neutralizing the 
Post attack, and it looked for 
awhile as though neither team 
would score before halftime. 
Ithaca got another golden 
opportunity 'early in the second 
quarter, though, as John Felker 
busted through to block a punt 
on the Post 17-yard line. Ithaca's 
drive· stalled, however, and on 
4th and six Steve Ferguson 
punt, and a bad snap over Tom 
Hansen's head resulted in a 
safety with 0:19 left, giving Post 
a 9-0 lead at the half. . 
The second half was practi-
cally a carbon copy of 'the first, 
with Esposito scoi::ing from six 
yards out to cap a 3~-yard drive, 
and Ithaca getting caught for 
another safety, this time when 
quarterback Scott Thon was 
dumped in the end zone by tackle 
John Mohring. 
With the impressive win, 
,.,,,ithwed rm page 11 
Ithaca closes out its ICAC year and 36-29 in 1975, the year years as coach," said Bomber 
mentor Jim Butterfield after-
wards. "They just beat the pulp 
out of us." 
Pete Giordano sacks Post Q.B. 
missed a relatively easy 31-yard 
Photo by Jon Crispin 
~ field goal attempt. . 
Witchcraft Ithaca was not without its 
scoring opportunities, however. do YOU like best? In the first quarter, linebacker 
John Laper' intercepted his -
Afte:r: an exchange of punts, 
Ithaca got another break when 
free safety Scott Colton picked 
off his sixth pass of the year, 
number 20 on the season for the 
Bombers, on his won 46 yard 
line, but the offense failed once 
more to capitalize. 
C t m Mat • ( fourth pass of the season at OS U e er1a S .•. ,;_ midfield. and nine plays 1ater the 
d P k• Bombers had the ball on the Post an UfflP lhS 24 in a 4th down situation. Steve The first half ' remained 
scoreless until the final 1';05, 
when Larry Esposito broke the everuth1"n11 for Halloween Ferguson' attempted a 41 yard ' c:. field goal for the Bombers, and 
and Thankseivine when the snap went high, ice for the Pioneers with a 3-yard 
run. The Bombers took the ' 
ensuing kickoff and used three 
time-outs in an attempt to mount 
a last-minute scoring drive. The 
strategy backfired, however, as 
the Bombers were forced to 
J holder/quarterback Scott Thon tt ~6 • Bee Handicrafts rr ~~~:: ~~h~p;~~:n~h~o~:~1doa;~ 
1.i.11.!i, :g "Jg r- 105 So. Cayuea st. \/.\/.//.\ strike to Sam D'Agostino in the 
u.. end zone. The effort was in vain, () Dpqa. Phone 272-4920 ft howev~r. as a penalty for ineligi-
~:;!;:}~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~~:~:~:~{~:~:~:~:~:;:;:~:;:~:;:;:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;~~:: , 
FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT 
., ~' 
~e01ent Intern 
MBAProgrrun 
This outstanding educational plan involves six months 
of classes. followed by a six-month internship of 
p~1d professional work experience; then nine more 
months of classwork 
The internship concept, which Northeastern pioneered. 
gives you practical. real-world experience in your own 
field of interest It helps you pay for your education 
And 1t often leads to important contacts for the future. 
Classes being in June and January. 
r----------------------------------------------, I I 
l For further information, send to: : 
Susan V. Lawler 
Coordinator. Management Intern Program 
Graduate School of Busmess Admmistratlon 
Northeastern University 
360 Huntington Avenue 
Boston. Massachusetts 02115 
Name _________________ _ 
School _______ _:C~l~as:!i:s~--------
Address 
C,ty State ZIP 
~--------------------------------------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the iron shop 
""the commons 
Attention 
. 
272-5101.. 
AH Sociolol!Y Majors: 
~ ·The meetins _that was 
_r,revlouslY scheduled for 
Monday October 24 at lP.mo 
in tbe Buff er· Lounse 
of·the Student Union 
has been chanaed to 
Thursday November 3 
.In Textor 102 At l·PM 
Please.make a note of th.is.-._ 
. . - ' . 
la C. Off 
··Post 
Schedule 
C.W. Post will not play 
Ithaca in either 1978 or '79 as 
scheduled, because of 1an unfor-
tunate error committed by Post 
athletic director Jim _Colclough. 
It seems that when Colclough 
took over for Bill Ashley last 
year he wasn't properly informed 
of a change in football dates, and 
promptly scheduled Kings Point 
on the date Post was to play 
Ithaca. Before he left, Ashley 
had asked Ithaca College athletic 
director Charles "Chuck" Kerr if 
he could move the original date. 
(Oct. 21) up to October 7, which 
he consented to do afte~ consult-
ing with coach Butterfield and 
his schedule. A verbal agree-
ment was made, and that was the 
end of it--or sp thought Kerr and 
Butterfield. Post, which had 
ali:eady filled the October 21 date 
.. with a required Metrop_olitan 
League game, went ahead and 
scheduled Kings Point for two 
years, 1978 and '79, leaving the 
Bombers with two large voids in 
their schedule. 
It's no known yet whether or 
not the Bombers and Pioneers 
will meet in 1880, '81 or '82. The 
teams have been scheduled for 
these games long in advance, but 
apparently schedules dpn't mean 
a great deal these days. 
/'. 
·Field .Hockey In ---
Slate Tourney 
---National .Scene 
- . 
Yanks Win_.First Since ~a2 
"This team really-has a -winning · 
attitude,-" says ninth year -coach 
Doris Kostrinsky. whose Ithaca 
College team has . been seeded 
first for this week·s New York 
State--Field Hockey Champion-
ship. "They always give 100 
percent ... They're a very enjoy-
able group to work with." 
The Bombers. tournament 
winners in 1971 (the first year it 
was held) and 1974, and semi-
finalists the past two years, head 
a field of eight in this year's 
tourney, to be held at Manhat-
tan ville College in Purchase, NY 
on Friday and Saturday, October 
28-29. It will be the first time 
that the tournament hasn't been 
played --i_n either Ithaca (three 
times), Cortland (twice) or 
Brock ort (onceHn its sevenyear 
<._ .. ;, 
lthaca hopes to·wm the state 
tournament as a first step 
toward making the nationals in 
Denver, held November 23-26. 
To participate in the national 
tournament, a team must be a 
finalist in regional competition. 
As a New York State team, 
Ithaca is destined for the 
Northeast Regionals, held the 
10th, 11th, and )2th of Novem-
ber at Harvard, with teams 
invited from the New England 
states plus New York. Though 
the state tournament is not 
necessarily a qualifier for the 
Northeast Regional it will cer-
tainly give a goo~ idea of what to 
expect. 
Defending their Northeast Re-
gional title this year will be 
Springfield College, a team Itha-
The whole world must know 
that the New York Yankees have 
won the World Series thanks to 
the heroics of Reggie Jackson. 
It is only appropriate that the 
man, ~wner George Steinbren-
ner bought as a free agent, came 
through at the end and brought 
the Championship back to New 
York for the first time since 
1962. 
Despite all of the problems 
on the club, Reggie Jackson had 
one of his best years ever. Even 
though he got off to a start 
different from what people ex-
pected, he wound up with an 
impressive .286 batting average 
with 32 home runs and 110 runs 
batted in. At the start of the 
year, all the fans expected 
Jackson to do something specta-
cular every time at the plate and 
in the field. When he failed to 
live up to these god-like expecta-
tions, people started claiming 
that Jackson is overpayed and 
that he was the source of all the 
turmoil surrounding the Yan-
kees. But throughout _August 
and September, Reggie did -
everything that was expected of 
him and was clearly in charge of 
the Yanke~ surge to the pennant. 
Cliff Johnson was purchased 
from the Houston Astros just 
prior to the trading deadline in 
June and was a great help to the 
Yankees. He proved to be a 
better than average catcher and 
a formidable bat. He gave the 
Yankee catcher, Thurman Mun-
son, much needed rest through-
out the stretch drive and was 
effective as a designated hitter. 
(He also spelled Chris Chambliss 
at first base for a few games). 
He wound up with 12 home runs 
and 31 RBI's, most of them key 
runs batted in. 
Paul Blair was acquired 
from Baltimore for Elliot Maddox 
and Rick Bladt back in January. 
Blair was the best defensive 
outfielder the Yankees had. (The 
main reason they got him). But 
he came through with key hits 
. throughout the year and again in 
the playoffs. His defensive play 
is amazing. The grace he has 
chasing the ball and his powerful 
arm was an important feature of 
the Yankees in the later stages of 
close games. 
to keep him in the starting 
rotation. He pitched two excel-
lent games in post-season play. 
He wound the season with an 
impressive 16-7 record with an 
equally impressive 2.82 earned 
run average. Hopefully, he •Will 
be considered for the Cy Young 
award. 
Even after al! the troubles on 
the team outside the playing 
lines, they proved that what you 
do between the lines is what 
counts. And the .Yankees were 
the best in the clutch and under 
pressure. Even all the Yankee 
haters should realize that it is not 
what is said that wins games but 
what goes on in the field that 
counts. 
Bits and Pieces on the World 
Series: ABC commentator Tom 
Seaver was superb, easily mak-
ing Howard Cosell useless in the 
booth. Announcer Keith Jackson 
did a commendable job but 
Cosell has some way of interfer-
ing with the useful information 
provided by Jackson and Seaver-
... NBC"s coverage of the playoffs 
was much better than the World 
Series coverage by ABC ... Why 
did Cosell always have to bring 
up the problems with the Yan-
kees, not just once but many 
. , 'Fiel,d Hockey Captains . 
Even though Jackson may 
open his mouth and say thing$ he 
regrets later, he showed Ameri'. 
ca what kind of ballplayer he was 
by his fin,e play in the Series. 
After having a little trouble in 
the playoffs, (enough problems 
batting and in the field, to be sat 
down in favor of Paul Blair in the 
fifth game against Kansas City) 
Jackson had a most impressive 
World Series. He was rightfully 
named the Most Valuable Player 
for the series and to top this 
incredible-year for the Yankees', 
it would only be appropriate that 
Jackson receive the MVP of the 
le~gue. (But I would not worry 
about that because Rod Carew 
seems to a shoe-in for that 
award). 
Third and not least was the 
tremendous pitching by Ron 
Guidry. He barely made the 
ballclub back in April but some-
how came up north with the 
team. In a time of need, 
manager Billy Martin turned to 
Guidry to start a couple of games 
and he came through with flying 
colors. After his first couple of 
starts, Martin had no choice but 
. times? ... Don't expect too many 
changes by the Yankees during 
the off-season even though ev-
eryone has heard all the stories 
(Thanks to Cosell). (l to r)Marny Fornwalt, Dee Dee Mayes, Satch Alger existence. · The three schools 
have dominated the competition, 
with Cortland taking three titles, 
Ithaca two and Brockport one. 
Ithaca has never finished worse 
than fourth. 
This year's Ithaca squad 
comes into the tournament with 
an 8-2 record, after dropping its 
last contest 5-1 to a fired up East 
Stroudsburg club. But that loss, 
suggests Doris Kostrinsky, may 
have actually done the team 
some goorl. "Maybe our people 
were a little complacent," she 
said. "This should wake them up 
again." 
The Bombers will open the 
tournament on Friday morning 
at 9:30 with a game against host· 
team Manhattanville, the eighth 
seed, while Cortland (seeded 
third) and Brockport (6th) face 
off in the other match in the top 
bracket. Corgate (2nd) and 
Oneonta (7th) meet in another 
quarterfinal, and -St. Lawrence 
(4th) and Cornell (5th) square off 
as well. 
Ithaca has not faced any of 
the teams in their half of the 
draw, with botlf the Cortland and 
Brockport games called off be-
cause of rain. They have faced 
all of the teams in the lower 
bracket, however, beating Col-
gate 3-2, St. Lawrence 5-3, 
.Cornell 2-1 and Oneonta 4-1. 
299CASIS 
COLDBIIR 
DINoRtltrlcN 
•Groceries• Kegs 
Party Supplies* Ice_ 
UNmD c1eAt1 
122 N. Aurora St. 
Optn Daily till 10· p.m. 
HELP .WANTED 
IT'S'FOR .. 
YOUo_.~. -
. pl~ase c~ll ' 
' ·--274-3i017'' .. ,.-. 
x2(i1-::'.:\:~ ·:'_; 
- '• ••' ,,,_ >f".,• l";t:" _..,,....,.lo,• ~A- •L• 
ca beat 3-2 earlier this year. 
Sixteen teams will be invited,· 
base5i largely on level of competi-
tion as well as won-loss record. 
Ithaca has counted heavily 
on freshmen contributions this 
year, with four starters listed on 
this otherwise veteran club. 
Patti"·KJecha, the team's second 
leading scorer, has been most 
impressive on offense, while 
Margaret Pilling and Lisa Garner 
are solid halfbacks and Mary 
Beth Fiore adds stability to the 
fullback position. In goal has 
been sophomore Karen Patter-
son, one of the best in the East, 
and junior Barb Jones is the 
other fullback. The core of the 
team, however, centers around 
the three senior tri-captains: Dee 
Dee Mayes, leajing scorer and 
most consistent player, who's 
been invited to play with the 
Kodak All-American team; Mary 
Ellen "Satch" Alger, another top 
scorer; and Marny Fornwalt, a 
halfback who plays good twoway 
hockey. Joanne Melone, a 
halfback, is also a senior who has 
contributed greatly, and fresh-
man Tammy Palmer has filled in 
well for Alger when she's been 
hurt. 
All in all it's a tight outfit 
with a lot of depth, combining 
youth and experience. 
It was fitting that Jackson 
went back on the field after his 
third home run and said thank 
you to the New York fans for 
finally accepting him as a player. 
It's now time that the New York 
fans thank Reggie Jackson for 
helping bring the Championship 
to the big apple. 
: Even though the New York 
Yankees were accused of buying 
a pennant by purchasing the 
likes of Catfish Hunter, Don 
Gullet and Jackson, there are 
three other people that the 
Yankees recieved immeasurable 
assistance fr~m this year. Both 
Cliff Johnson and Paul Blair were 
brought to this team -this past 
·year (those moves almost going 
unnoticed) and Ron Guidry final-
ly made the club and they 
performed incredible tasks: 
MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
All Smoker's Supplies 
PaperJ?o~nd Books 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
H oaeies In 3 Sizes 
Groceries 
Cold Beer & Soda 
Homemade Salads 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mon-Fri 9AM-10PM 
FREE DELIVERY 
Sun 9AM-SPM 
272-7592 
Soul in leather. The new 
look in boots that are 
made for the new man. 
And made better than 
any others. Styles, for 
women, too. 
~11: f ONTANA~S BOOTS ~//} 
tolleeeto.wn9s Excitina 
footwear ShoP 
) ) Since 1923 · 
1 ~--~
1 401 EddY Sto 
•)" ::g; 1~-~Q-..:.: ~* .:;· .;,;-,.:,~,~~;~,-!-~~~::! 
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Soccer Squad Rebounds At·HomeField 
communication between goal • 
tenders and fullbacks seated the 
Blue and Gold's. fate in· both 
outings. 
This past week Ithaca re-
turned to their· early season 
winning ways. Saturday, I.C. 
beat R.P.I. 2-1 and yesturday 
afternoon the Tigers of R.I.T. 
tied the Bombers 2-2 although 
the Blue and Gold had a decided 
advantage. 
Clarkson scored first at 8:03 
but Ithaca scored right after the 
kick-off. Frank Cohen and Gene 
Burt combined as "Geno" put it 
in The Golden Knights grabbed 
the lead again,· yet I.C. fought 
back to tie it at 28:30 of the 
for a third time. 
The officiating was poor for 
both sides, Co 
- Photo by Frank Sellers 
tie the score with two close:-in 
opportunities. 
"We dominated the first 15 
.lill, 
·•·.· . . .... - ~· 
.:.i•....'..:.!a~~~~~"..i.,.'. ~:,.. .,,, 
·Ja#ill 'W~k . 
The Ithaca College soccer 
club faced a make-or-break situa-
tion two weekends ago and 
unfortunately came away empty 
handed. 
Photo by Frank Sellers 
tripped up the Bombers, 3-2. 
The following morning al St. 
Lawrence University, the Lar-
ries shut the door on I.C.'s 
conference hopes with a 3-Q 
victory. 
second half. Pan Ludwig was "The officiating was poor for 
credited with the assist as Paul both sides," coach Al MacCor-
Rason tallied on a chaotic scram- mack commented. "On numer-
ble in front of the net. ous occasions, judgemental calls 
. minutes of the game," MacCor-
mack said in evaluating the 
R.P.I. game, "but we tended to 
ease up, allowing R.P.I. some 
room to maneuver." 
Friday, October 14, in Pots-
dam, N.):'. Clarkson College A simple case of lack of 
A mix-up between a Bomber halted our attack.'' 
keeper and wingback resulted in Another defensive miscue 
C.C.T. scoring the game winner. the next day resulted in the 
Playing a man short because of game winning goal. Before 
an ejection, Ithaca Valiantly but S.L.U. iced it late in the second 
unsuccessfully tried to come back half, the Bombers had c~ances to 
Frank Cohen had his third 
two-goal performance of the 
year. He scored his first one at 
5:20 of the first half and again at 
4:46 of the second. Gene Burt 
then Al Dukart assisted his 
T a m r1v1a Profile 
/Goodman /Walmark several occasions, Ted feels a 
shutout would culminate his 
success{ ul career. QUESTION ONE: Which col-
lege has the most alumni in pro 
football? 
QUESTION FIVE: Sparky Ly! 
won the Cy Young award t 
become only the second relie 
pitcher in baseball history to win 
this award. Name the first relie 
pitcher to win the Cy Youn 
award. (He was in the National 
League and the year was 1974) 
Tennis. in the summer and 
. , , ·, ~. skiing in the cold months· are his 
· ) .\:·leisure time favorites. His 
QUESTION TWO: The New 
Jersey Nets (formerly the New 
York Nets) play their home 
games at Rutger_s Gymnasium in 
Piscataway, New Jersey. Name 
the city the Nets played their 
home games in their first year in 
the American Basketball Assoc-
iation back in 1968. 
,:~f.,.- musical preferences include: the 
·'\ Tucker boys, Billy Joel and the 
Doobies. 
(1961) PJO~ A:a'l!4M.. pu-e 1896'0 
.CapnJ, qog :nflOd '1I3MSNV 
asn;i-eJAS Photo by Jon Cnspin 
QUESTION THREE: Dr. Ell-
wood Geiges, the football referee 
to use hand signals in the 1920's, 
died on Saturday. Name the 
college football game (the teams) 
he first used the hand signals. 
Not one to ignore a· chal- status in his last two years. 
SI\ JFlUJO::) :3311H.I. ll3A\.SNV lenge, Ted Wesson, the Bombers Nobody appreciates Ted's 
starting goaltender says: "Being attributes better than I.C.'s 
.CasJar \ 
a goalie, I enjoy the feeling of coach Al Mac Cormack: "Ted 
QUESTION FOUR: New York MaN ')pau-ea.1 :oA\.I. 113MSNV pressure, knowing that I'm the Wesson is the type of soccer 
Yankee relief pitcher Sparky last man back on defense.'' Ted player that I like to coach; he has 
Lyle became only the third ·(vZ) 3 'llllS uuad pu-e !(gz) thrives on the extra burden, matured into one of the finest, 
h · h C 'C)jSllJqaN !(8Z) a1-e1s O!l\O !(08) h d Yankee pitc er to wm t e Y guarding the posts and crossbar soccer athletes that I've coac e 
Young award. Name the first op-eioio::> :lv l{'l!M (::)Sf1) l?!UJOJ with intensity, savvy and exper- here at Ithaca College. After 
two pitchers from the Yankees to ·!lU:) UJa41nos =3NO ll3MSNV tise. two years of being the number 
win this award. Wesson has experience at two goalie, 'Ped has done an 
- c:m - Gel a::11 c::11 Cl c::I - 11:11 s::ll im ,= c::::, - ca c= m:a - a playing another key - pressure excellent job as the starting goal 
a ~-WEEN n postion as he pitched for_ Sout_h tender this year ... a IIAJIJ " " Hadley High School durmg his One accomplishment that 
a · 0 junior and senior years. Ted's the senior Business Major has 0 fame at South Hadley of Massa- yet to achieve is the shutout. 
D a ~ la~ chusetts though, was as a After three years of varsity ~ .. ~,-----~-~--il ______ 
1 
~ goalkeeper, gaining all-league competition and coming close on 
~ DanceTo : 
~ TheMusic : 
a of 0 0 D 
~ ~... J~~~J~J!: 
TENNIS PARTY 
l hour of court time 
Food & drink 
~ from 9.:00- i:OO ~ if: catered by the Station I 
a flN THE TOWERS ======= :=====~ u a~ ~~ DINING HALL 01 only $200 I 
Ted is considering graduate 
school but would prefer a year of 
work experience before enroll-
ing. He wants to coach soccer 
part time, in the future at the 
high school or youth levels. 
The Bombers can attain a 
winning record in 1977. Te_d 
notPs Ithaca's improvement since 
this year's team is basically the 
same as 76's 2-12 club. "There's 
a sense of team unity"tbat has 
kept us together win or lose.'' 
He believes many players 
have developed their talents, 
however in particular, he credits 
Frank Cohen and Donny Hand-
ler, who he says deserves an 
all-I.C.A.C. rating. Another 
individual performer that Ted is 
encouraged with is Bob Thomp-
son, the back-up keeper: "As a 
freshman, Bob is the best goalie 
I've seen in a long time and with 
some experience he could one 
day become an outstanding goal-
tender." 
"With the success of. pro 
teams, like the Cosmos, soccer is 
becoming an ever increasingly 
popular sport," Ted says, "and I ' 
hope the same will happen on the 
college level. I would especially 
like to see more support from the 
stude11_t body." 
a a·=·=·=·= - :====~= 
0Saturday, October 29::\111111 s·1gn-up ·1n the ~ 11.l(~~-a ~ ~ 
a PRIZES FOR THE : If\( /Il1 ~ BEST· COSTUMES ~\~Jj Office of Campus Activlti~slf: 
n cash bar & non-alchoholic : I~t _ · ~;-. ~ · beverages available· o i11\l\ · Nov. 11 9.-12PM. · . ~,_._: 
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... Bombers Go_ 'cmmSoccer©l!.A~~Li'O~ For Title II · S&dM·iliU+WHIN '.\ 
I cnntinued from page 12 
the Pioneers, slated for Division hammer and Pete Podlucky, give 
II next year, now stand at 4-1-1 "Best Hit" awards for offense, 
on the season. The 18-0 win is defense and specialty teams, 
their fourth consecutive shutout. respectively. 
Ithaca's Jim Butterfield was 
not totally- displeased with his 
team's performance. In fact, his 
· defense must be praised for their NOTES: C. W .Post has beaten 
strong effort, as they allowed Ithaca for the first time in three 
just 199 yards total offense and years, and have· taken a 10-3 
forced Post to punt the ball seven advantage in overall series, 
times. dating back to 1958 ... Bombers 
The big: f~tor, however,. was will finally meet someone their 
the inability to penetrate the own size when they face Ho-
Pioneer defensive line. "When bart ... Leading the Statesmen 
you're 190 pounds going against this year fullback Ed Cooney (812 
260 it does make a difference," yds.) and tailback Jack Davis 
said Butterfield. "A lot of other (612 yds.) ... Bombers will seek to 
clubs would have packed up their start a new unbeaten streak at 
bags and gone home. But our home. Their mark of 18 straight 
kids hung in there, and I'm proud was broken two weeks ago 
of the way they pliiyed up till the against AIC on a last-minute 
end." ., "' score, 27-24 ... Scot~ Colton has a 
good shot ·, at breaking pass Team Honors interception mark for Bombers i~ 
Team awards for the Bomb- single season. Record is 7, held -
ers this week went to Scott by Dennis Leyden.in 1972. Scott 
Colton, named "Honorary Defeo- has hauled in 6 in 6 games, with 
sive Captain" for this week's two left to go ... Bombers pick up 
Hobart game and "Outstanding Canisius and Albany in 1978, 
Back of the Game"; Bill George, replacing RIT and AIC. They 
named "Honorary Offensive Cap- may pick up Clarion State, a 
tain"; Don Phillips, named "Out- tough Pennsylvania school, to fill 
standing Lineman" for the se- the C.W. Post( void ... Felder's 
cond "Specialist of the Week": blocked punt against Post was 
and John Nicolo, Tom Klein- Bomber' second in two games. 
cnntinued from page 14 
goals. With 16:39 remaining in 
the game, Frank Choi, ended 
Ted Wesson's shutout bid. The 
coach felt, Ted played a steady 
game in goal. 
A good crowd saw another 
tightly contested match yester-
day. Chris Pouligs capitalized on 
a R.I.T.~rror, opening the 
scoring at ;:i:30. I.C. went two 
goals up at 8:22 of the second 
when Dan Bernarah put a low 
drive into the net from the left 
side. Bob Darocher assisted. 
The R.I.T. came roaring back, 
scoring at 10:27 and 37:09. 
In the overtime on Ithaca 
player missed a goal by inches as 
his shot hit the bottom edge of 
the crossbar. I.C. outshot R.I.T. 
31-15 and had the slight territor-
ial edge. Coach MacCormack 
credited the efforts of Chris 
Poulias and Dan Bernardin. "It 
was an end-to-end match trough-
out, but we just missed our 
chances to win it. 
Ithaca ends I.C.A.C. sea-
sonal play with a 3-2-1 record, a 
heck uv/an improvement over 
last years 1-5 ledger. Saturday 
the Bombers entertain the Uni-
versity of Rochester then close 
out their campaign Halloween 
afternoon as they host Oswego 
State in a rescheduled match. 
SKIIERS: For sale one pair of 
Salomon 565 toe pieces. Used 
one season. $20.00. Call Rob at 
273-9780 or_ x704 
1975 RD 250 Yamaha MOTOR: 
CYCLE, RUNS GREAT, ONLY 
111 .. :n :n OR BEST OFFER. Call 
Steve at 272-89~1. 
.There 'once was a girl from 
Monroe · 
Who went to college to look for a 
beau 
She tried out some frats 
But they were all rats 
So here's to you terry and joe! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! we all love 
you! _ 
Adrienne, Ellen, Lisa, Audrey 
Dear Rumski, 
Don't worry all this school-
work· will be worth is in the end. 
Love 
Marla 
B & B Mushrooms, 
Thanks for being there when I 
needed you and sticking by! 
Love, 
Your ·next door neighbor who is 
now dealing with it. 
J'oel, 
Just wanted to say hi. (hi!) 
Suesue 
Jim-Bob-Bill, 
Now that you've discovered 
that I do live in your dorm, why 
don't you stop down and see me 
sometimes? 
Bubbles 
Ski-
I'm glad you won't have any 
more nightmares about book-· 
store ladies! Instead you can 
dream about the here and now .... 
CTI 
P.S. Send that cheesecake up to 
Terrace 5! 
Barry, 
You got here in the middle of 
the night, so you might as well 
leave in the middle of the night! 
AnneMarie 
Carol, 
You shouldn't do _things like 
that when you have to type. 
Joel, 
I'm paying attention! 
Sue 
Dear Dian~ 
Glad you could make it this 
weekendm, good luck in your 
new job. 
Love 
Veronica 
On the Ithaca Commons 
Department M.anager' s Sale 
!From your favorite manufacturer, 
save up to 50% and more. 
No-iron polyester blends, s1Zes 14½--Jei 
Wright dress 
slacks, reg. 16.00 
Wembly neckwem-
reg. to 8.50 ea. 
9.99 
2.99 
Misses & Juniors famous 
brand coordinates 
1/3 off 
All your ravorites, Collegetown. 
Tami, Casuals. Russ. Bronson, 
and Queen 
Pick from slacks, tops, jackets, 
sweaters, blouses, skirts and rriore. 
Misses sizes 8-181 junior, 5-15. 
All in the latest fall 
and winter colorings· and styles. 
.... 
Complete stock of men's & boy's outerwear. 20% off 
Men,s warm sweaters' reg. to 2200 ___ _ ;12.99 
Sport coats $ blazers' reg. to 65.00 39.99, 49.99 
Sondolfoot & All-in-One pantyhose, reg. 1.79, l.99 .. .., .. 99c 
Casual leather handbags, reg. 1200-21.00 (5.99, 14.99 
_Wool blend sport shirts' reg. 16.00 _____ 12.99 
.- _ _ Harness House dress belts:' reg. 9.00-12.50 .5.99. 
- · interwoven Orton acrylic sock_s' reg. 1.50 ~790 ' 
Flamel robes for men· ·reg. 16.00 - - 12.99 
--.----Men,s Rugby shirts' reg. 1200 8.99 
- .. --------
-. Dacron filled pillowd' reg. 6.50 2-for 8.19 
,. . ----- . Bean bag chairs' reg. 24.98 ... ' 17.88 
,. --------Dnp dry hangers' reg. 29C ea &for 990 
------· 
· Sony AM· Pocket radio' reg. 10.00._ _ _ _ .8.49 
&more 
Hand crocheted hots, reg. 4.00 - 2.'49 
---------uned suede gloves, reg. 10.00 _____ 2for·3.00 
Jewelry Collection, reg. 300- 5.00 ______ ~!.9_
4 Full length fleece robes, reg. 22.00 ___ D.J)O . 15.99 
Tricot floats & caftans, reg. 15.00 _______ ·8.99 
Special group of shoes, reg. to 30.00_ .J2.90·18.90 
Famous maker shifts &·gowns 1·200-13.00 5.99-7.99 
Rabbit trimmmed trimmed pant coats, 100.00aa.87.99. 
-Fa~ns from stock1 dresses, pant suits. jumpsuits & 
long gown styles, reg. 24.00-34.00 18.99-24.."99 
-
Hundreds more unadvertised savings .... save from 20% to 50% in ever, department. .. 
~· - '.)nanv "8ffls are 1mnec1 ... these P,ices only whle t11•v last! 
: o~ •••r~Sa~v, e:ao-~~-Thllfll~av 'ti 8:~ Friclay-'11 11:00 
'' - . ' -' 
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If Red Cross hadn't trained young 
·· · Lars Aleckseri in lifesaving· tech-
niques,last summ_er Adam Gauthier 
just might have ended up one 
more drowning statistic. (Adams 
alive and well today, thank you, and 
in the first grade in Manitowoc, 
'Wisconsin.) We're not asking 
for medals (Lars is the one who l 
deserves those). But we do need .t' 
your continued support Help ·US. 1· 
Because the things we @Jti@t ·l~. · , 
do really help. In your own -·ltll. .·~ .. 
• 11-t@;~~:i\:. ~ W.19 :~ 
neighborhood. And across lJiiiil1t~: .fu~_.. / 
· Amen·ca And the world thiutt1m:.:,-;#,"' 
• _ • ~i~~~~:f.{®~~m · ~ 
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